The Electroprop Sailor

The Electroprop Sailor is a complete electrical system for boats up to 15,000 lbs.
The Electroprop Sailor Includes Shorepower, Isolation Transformer, 12 volt Inverter
Charger, 12 Volt House Electrical System, 48 volt Electrical System, Propulsion Motor
and Propeller.
The Electroprop Sailor is water resistant with many components waterproofed for long
life and high reliability.
Integration of the AC system and the House System with the Propulsion System
achieves greater space efficiency and provides necessary components for higher
charging capability, increased safety, and decreased maintenance requirements.
Increase the enjoyment of your boat. Enjoy better command and control of your boat.
Enjoy wildlife with nearly silent operation. Sail comfortably in light air conditions.
Make your living spaces, liveable. All this and more await you when you upgrade to
an Electroprop Sailor.
This presentation follows the sequence of events that occur as power is collected,
stored and then distributed to all the electrical and propulsive needs of your boat as
achieved by The Electroprop Sailor.

Shorepower:
GFCI Protected Smartplug Shorepower Cord:
We custom order a Smartplug Cord with a North
Shore Safety GFCI module inline within 18 inches of
the shorepower pedestal. The GFCI module is fully
waterproof.
GFCI whole boat protection with enhanced system
reliability.
Trip set at 5 - 7 milliamps of fault current.
Whole Boat GFCI protection has now arrived.

Smartplug Inlet:
Smartplug Inlets feature better waterproofing of the
AC inlet to your boat. Smartplugs have firm clips
that hold the plug in place. Smartplugs have
larger terminals for transferring power better.
Smartplugs have better wire connections for higher
sustained currents.
The Smartplug Inlet is well qualified for the job of
bringing AC aboard your boat.

ELCI Inlet Breaker with
Surge
Suppression

Housed in a Waterproof Polycarbonate Enclosure with Waterproof Strain Reliefs
The Equipment Leakage with Circuit Interruption protects the Isolation Transformer
Primary Windings to Primary Shield from a Ground Fault.
The Surge Suppressor Protects the Isolation Transformer from Surges in the AC line
caused by a nearby lightning strike or local utility surges.

The Isolation Transformer:

Isolating your boats electrical system from the grid is one of the wisest choices you can
make on your boat.
The Isolation Transformer disconnects your grounding system from your neighbors
grounding system. The Isolation Transformer eliminates corrosion caused by your
through hulls having different nobility from the other boats in the harbor.
The Isolation Transformer in conjunction with the GFCI cord and ELCI input breaker
eliminates the possibility of ESD in Fresh Water.

The Victron Inverter
Charger

The Victron Inverter Charger (VIC) enhances and stabilizes the AC aboard your boat
The VIC has a variety of functionality that enhances the electrical system of your boat.
When AC has low voltage, the VIC compensates and keeps the output voltage at a
stable 120 volts. When AC is interrupted, the VIC keeps AC seemlessly present by
inverting AC from the house battery. The Inverter has two AC outputs, the second of
which is programmed to turn on when House Battery has reached a preset voltage and
off when House Battery drops to a preset voltage. This allows for shunting of Solar
Power collected to the Propulsion Battery Bank which in turn allows for collection of
solar from panels less than 50 volts nominal, resulting in a simpler solar system.
The VIC communicates across a network that includes the Victron Solar Controller and
the Victron Color Display. The VIC has a remote switch allowing remote control over
the entire AC system. The Remote Switch also allows for decreasing of House
Charging Currents so different shorepower or generators can be utilized without
overloading. The VIC is a grounded component and works well with the 12 volt
Grounded house system and provides the connection between the AC system, the
House System, and Ground.

AC Distribution Panel:
Enclosed in waterproof,
polycarbonate enclosure.
Main ELCI - AC Breaker
protects entire electrical
system when AC is Inverting.
One Branch Breaker provides
power to the GFCI outlet,
which in turn provides GFCI
protected power to the house
charger.
The other Branch Breaker
provides power to the House
GFCI protected Outlets.

Hospital Grade GFCI outlets with Pigtails.
Notification Light that Ground Fault was detected or
power is present
Pigtails eliminate many connections in the Main AC lines
by swaging wire on wire instead of using terminals and
connectors.
GFCI protection at 5 to 7 milliamps for entire house and
for 48 volt Battery Charger.

48 Volt Charger
25 amps DC Programmable with USB stick.

Waterproof.

High Efficiency.

Northstar AGM Battery Bank
4 Northstar 210 amp hour
batteries for Propulsion
1 x Northstar 210 amp hour
battery for House
Safest, most reliable Lead Acid
Battery on the market today.
Faster Recharge. Higher
Efficiency. Higher Cycle Life.
Longer Life.

The Center Taps
Center taps include swaged in
wires and waterproof fuses for the
Electroprop Battery Management
System

Electroprop 48 Volt Battery Management
System

Standard Features include voltage and
temperature monitoring of every 12 volt
battery in the 48 volt Propulsion Battery.
Alarms are set when voltage and
temperature go out of range.
Alarm set when Propulsion Battery loses
isolation from ground, at which time the AC
charger is disconnected from power.
Graphs of Voltage and Temperature over life
of Batteries.
Store data of Voltage and Temperature every
minute for 10 years on hard drive in BMS
board.
Battery Information available over Bluetooth
or Wifi and can be remotely monitored over
the internet
2 current sensors on BMS. Current
Sensors are donut style, waterproof,
automotive sensors.
Very low power consumption. Very Efficient.
Battery Balancing of Up to a total of 2 amps
which can be shunted between the batteries

Wifi and Bluetooth wireless information at helm with
Waterproofed Android Tablet or phone: Redundant
connection automatically switches between Wifi and
Bluetooth for maximum reliability
Display Battery Voltages on chart for easier interpretation
Store all information on Battery Voltage over life of the
battery
Visual and Audible alarm notification

Voltage and Temperature of all 4 Northstar Batteries Stored and Graphed over
time.

48 Volt DC Distribution
48 Volt DC Battery
Management, Distribution
and Battery Balancing
enclosure.

Electroprop 48 volt BMS
Rated at 80 VDC.
250 Amp Motor Breaker
1 x 50 amp Main Breaker
4 x up to 50 amp Circuit Breaker
2 donut current sensors for
Electroprop BMS plus one Current
Sensor for Victron Battery Monitor
2 amp Balancing
Ground Fault Monitoring.
present.

Stops AC charging of Battery Pack if Ground Fault is

The Electroprop Battery Management System is Isolated and protected below decks.
Communication is provided to tablets and phones wirelessly. There is a two line
display on the box with voltage and temperature of the 4 batteries, plus current of the
loads, the charging sources and battery current. All connections to the battery pack are
isolated. 48 volt battery is dedicated to Propulsion Drive and Battery Charger for
simplicity and reliability.

Electroprop 48 volt Battery Management System Options:
Hybrid control software controls all charging sources with one logic - prevents algorithm
clashes from different charging sources
BMS prevents any battery going over maximum battery voltage by disconnecting
charging sources. this prevents batteries from becoming divergent in voltage and
condition
BMS prevents any battery from low voltage by shutting off loads on the 48 volt battery
pack
All Loads enabled when individual batteries are within preset temperature ranges
All Charging Sources enabled when individual batteries are within preset temperature
ranges
All Loads enabled when battery voltages are within preset voltage ranges
State Monitor for Ground Faults of all Battery Packs, including 48 volt systems
BMS has 16 relays which can be configured for charging sources, loads or diversion
loads
State Monitor for AC Present: lowers power consumption by not enabling AC relays
when AC is not present
State Monitor for Storage: 4 bank charger enabled during storage
State Monitor for Get Home Over-ride : All functions enabled to get boat safely home
except AC charging in the event of a Ground Fault
Get Home Over-ride Notification: Warns of Corrosion or Battery Warranty Issues for
Low Battery Condition override
Get home mode. Up to 25 amps of Get Home Current to lowest battery
Calculate time to go after derating for Battery Age and Voltage Droop
Fully Integrated System controlled by Electroprop BMS. All charging sources and loads
on the Propulsion Battery have enables controlled by Electroprop BMS.
Remote operation over wifi, bluetooth or internet of relays. Normally refrigeration and
cockpit lights are turned on remotely.
User Operated Relays can be turned on with Tablet connected by Bluetooth, Wifi or
over internet if boat has internet connection

Victron Battery
Monitoring
System

The Electroprop Sailor Includes the Color GX Monitor.
This monitor integrates the Inverter Charger, Solar Charge Controller, 12 volt Battery
Monitor and 48 volt Battery Monitor.
The Color GX allows the Inverter Charger and the Solar Charger to follow the same
algorithm.
Victron independently monitors and displays both 12 volt house battery and 48 volt
Propulsion Battery on a Color screen.

Electroprop House Battery Main Distribution
Battery Positive and Negative are in separate boxes because they are treated differently
on a boat. Single Polarity Boxes are easier to work on. All enclosures are waterproof
polycarbonate with waterproof strain relief glands.
Battery Negative has grounding, battery monitoring and lightning considerations while
also providing a system shutdown switch. Battery Negative includes a 6 stud Battery
Negative busbar which is Grounded to the Boat Grounding System.
Battery Positive has fusing considerations including waterproof main fuse, always on
battery monitor fuse, always on bilge pump fuse, always on solar and one expansion
always on circuit up to 30 amps.
The Battery Positive Enclosure houses the Main Battery Switch, which provides power
to the inverter charger and fused power to the windlass.

Victron Solar Charge Controller
Solar is used to Charge the House Battery at
12 or 24 (optional) volts.
Power is then transferred from the House
Battery to the Propulsion Battery.
Solar panels are better wired in parallel on a
boat due to shading issues.
House usually uses energy from solar. Victron
Inverter Charger is programmed to charge 48 volt battery after House Battery achieves
absorption voltage. This results in power being shunted over to the propulsion battery.
The Solar Charge Controller is networked with the Color GX Monitor.
voltage, current and power can be monitored.

Solar Array

The Solar Charge Controller is networked with the Inverter Charger such that the
Inverter Charger and the Solar Charge Controller share one Charge Algorithm, thus
extending the life of the house battery.

Electroprop Grounding System

The Electroprop Grounding System consists of
two main Grounding Boxes located at the base
of the mast and aft of the Sailor Drive. Each
box is sealed and requires tools to open. Each
Box is Polycarbonate with a Clear Lid and utilizes water proof strain relief glands.
The Grounding System connects to the Battery Negative Enclosure Busbar, which in
turn connects to the Inverter Charger, which in turn connects to the Isolation
Transformer. All connections are continuous. The Ground is a Tree. There are no
ground loops. The design of the grounding system is based on direct connection
between the item being grounded, and the ground of the power source.
Each Grounding Enclosure is Waterproof, thus making up a maintenance free
grounding system.
Each Grounding Enclosure comes with multiple strain relief inlets with two busbars and
plenty of expansion potential so any future additions can be added to the grounding
system professionally and in a waterproof environment.
Waterproofing is essential, because the location of the main grounding stem is best
located just above the bilge of the boat, along the centerline of the boat, from bow to
stern.
There are connections available for stanchions, standing rigging, the windlass case, the
dynaplate, and the rudder and the Propeller Shaft which make up the first layer of
protection from a lightning strike. The space enclosed by these points on the boat
reinforce the cone of protection that encompasses the whole boat, including the mast.
The Electroprop Sailor includes a very robust and comprehensive grounding system for
maximum protection of the Sailors and the entire Boat Electrical System.

Electroprop Sailor Drive

Excellence is achieved through dedication.
Electroprop’s history goes back to the turn of the 21st century, 19 years ago, when the
idea first occurred that Sailboats would be much more pleasant and easy to operate if
they were driven electrically.
Born into the 21st century, for the 21st century.
Electroprop Drive Systems

Water Resistant Enclosure with Forced Air Cooling and Air Induction

Dedicated
DC to DC converter is enabled to turn fan on. This reduces 10 amps of current through
the relays to milliamps of current, thus extending the life and reliability of the cooling
system relays.
Cooling Air ducting to obtain lower temperature air from other part of boat
Fan cooling of propulsion unit based on Motor Temperature currently set to 160 F
enclosure protects all drive electronics and controller from direct spray
Gearbox access hatch for ease of installation
Fusebox access hatch for ease of changing fuses
controller access hatch allowing servicing of controller
Complete Access to various components through 2 large fold outs and inspection
hatches

Professional Motor Mounts for Ease of Installation
and Accurate Alignment

Flexible Coupling for Accurate Alignment and Ease of Installation
Dripless Shaft Seal for Efficiency

Can Bus Screen Shows pertinent drive
information

Canbus display wired to NMEA 2,000 cable for ease of installation. Simply purchase
the correct NMEA 2,000 cable and plug in to extend cable allowing for remote
installation of CANBUS screen
Canbus screen comes protected inside enclosure for protection from lightning
Canbus Drive System screen displays all pertinent Motor and Controller information
including: Motor Temperature, Current, RPM and AC currents to motor, Controller
Temperature, DC current, Battery Voltage
Fault monitoring with codes or explanation on any fault in motor or controller displayed
on CANBUS screen
Audible and Visual Fault Notification for Propulsion Drive
Canbus Screen has programming capability including Motor Rpm in forward and
reverse and acceleration ramps allowing for final commissioning of system for boat

Cable Controlled for Lightning Protection and Ease of Installation with existing boat
controls.

Waterproof
Cable Controlled
On Switch
with Waterproof Connection

COOLING SYSTEM
4 inch Conduits
for fresh cool cabin air

2 inch Conduits
for 48 Volt DC
Power

Air cooling designed to rush air over controller, contactor, gearbox and motor for
maximum power and increased efficiency
Cooling Air can be introduced through port, starboard or foreward side of the drive
enclosure for maximum installation flexibility.
Dedicated DC to DC converter to run high output SPAL fan.
Dual water proof fuses for fan allowing for easy removal of fan from unit for servicing as
fuse holders become disconnects

Waterproof Wiring
Harness Fully Enclosed
inside Aluminum
Enclosure which acts as
a Faradays cage
protecting the entire
drive from Lightning.

Waterproof Motor Connector Plug Enclosure
Double Shielded Metal Motor connector plug enclosure - grounded to case, provides
secondary shield for motor connector.
Information wires shielded to battery negative for better protection from EMI motor encoder connector, throttle and Canbus display wires

includes

Battery Negative Shielding fused to 10 amps - protects drive wires from hundreds of
amps of potential
Thermistor wiring negative reference fuse at 1 amp. Can be used to test fan.
Canbus Monitor Negative fuse at 1 amp
Throttle Negative Fuse at 1 amp
Sevcon logic fuse at 1 amp

Permanent Magnet AC Motor
Gear Reduction - increases efficiency of power transfer to propeller
Multiple Ratios available

Proprietary Software

Drives Software:
- Drives programmed by Electroprop.
- optimized for maximum efficiency in changing conditions
- works seemlessly as a cruise control for your boat - controller seamlessly shifts
between regen and propulsion for stable boat speed.

Battery Monitoring Software
Victron Energy Custom Software:
Software for synchronizing chargers on house battery and transferring energy from
house battery to propulsion battery.
Software for transferring power from house battery to propulsion battery.

Battery Management Software
Software monitors 4 batteries for voltage and temperature and enables loads and
charging sources based on this information. 1 charging source and 1 DC converter
included. Monitors for Ground Faults on Propulsion Battery and disconnects AC
charger in that event. Provides information over wifi, bluetooth and the internet.

3 or 4 blade
high pitch
propellers for
Maximum
Efficiency

Each system provided with a propeller. Electroprop determines the ratio of the gearbox
for suitable performance. Electroprop Systems are matched to the propeller for
maximum performance, efficiency and battery range.

System Benefits
Can be easily integrated with AC generators
Electroprop provides a complete system with all components suitably integrated for
maximum safety, performance and efficiency
Good electrical design means looking after things automatically as a captain already
has many things to think about without constantly looking at gages. A computer can
monitor and control things much better and react much faster than relying on human
input.
Higher safety and reliability of the system.

Options
1. Prefabricated engine room option for all drive systems. Send us your engine room
enclosure and we will mount an Electroprop System inside. Drop engine room into
new boat build at the factory. Please include shaft log with engine room.
2. Internet of Things Connectivity:
Can control and report bilge pump functioning online and calculate amount of water
removed by bilge pump.
Up to 16 relays can be user operated, or manage loads and charing sources for house
battery, and can enable up charge when house battery has excess energy.

System Requirements and Warranty
Professional installation and commissioning of the vessel if any energy is provided by
Electroprop. Two Year Warranty.

Specifications subject to change.

All Systems Customizable.

